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‘Mathematical art’ in Islamic civilization (5th-12th c. Hijra
/ ca. 1020-1780 AD): 1. Plane tilings

Darb-e Imam, Isfahan, Iran (15th c. AD)



2. Tiled cupolas

Shrine of Shah Nematollah Vali, Mahan, Iran (15th c. AD)



3: Three-dimensional art: Muqarnas

Shiraz, Iran



The Medieval Islamic Mathematical Tradition

One of the great mathematical traditions.

Between 800 AD - 1450 AD (middle of second - end of eighth
century Hijra) the dominant mathematical tradition in the world.

Continued the traditions of Greece and India; taught mathematics
to the Christian West.



Hundreds of Arabic and Persian mathematical manuscripts
have been preserved in libraries all over the world.

Old Arabic manuscript in Leiden, Holland.



Some contributions (only a few):

H. asan ibn Haytham: volume of rotation solid of parabola around
its ordinate; based on the summation
ΣN
n=1n

4 = (15n + 1
5) · n · (n + 1

2) · (n(n + 1)− 1
3).

Sharaf al-D̄ın T. ūs̄ı: conditions of solvability of cubic equation

Jamsh̄ıd Kāshān̄ı: π in 16 decimals,

muchbetter : sin(1o) also in 16 decimals [without Taylor series!]



ΣN
n=1n

4 = (1
5n + 1

5) · n · (n + 1
2) · (n(n + 1)− 1

3) is modern
notation

Ibn-e Haytham said:

“If we take one-fifth of the greatest of the successive numbers
beginning with one and increasing from one by one, plus one-fifth
of one, and if the result is multiplied by the greatest number, and
if we then multiply this product by the greatest number plus
one-half, and if we keep the result, and if we add one to the
greatest number and multiply the result by the greatest number,
and if we subtract [the number] one-third from the product, and if
we multiply the remainder by the result which we kept in mind,
then the final result of the sum of the squares of the squares of the
successive numbers.”



Why advanced mathematics in Islamic civilization?

1. For astronomy [prediction of solar and lunar eclipses etc.] and
geography.

The Muslims continued the work of the Babylonians and the
Greeks and always compared predictions with observations to
improve themethods.



Why advanced mathematics in Islamic civilization?

2. For religious purposes [finding qibla etc.]

3. Because of its theoretical interest



Basis of geometry in Islamic civilization

The Elements of Euclid (ca. 300 BC), which existed in several
Arabic translations.
A very difficult work! Many very good commentaries were written
in Islamic civilization.



Difficulty of geometry in Islamic civilization: an example:
definition of a : b = c : d

Euclid Book 5 Definition 5 says:

“Magnitudes are said to be in the same ratio, the first to the
second and the third to the fourth, when, if equimultiples be taken
of the first and third, and equimultiples of the second and fourth,
whatever equimultiples they are, then the former equimultiples
alike exceed, are alike equal to, or alike fall short of the latter
equimultiples respectively taken in corresponding order.”

(Ask yourself what this means)



Difficulty of geometry in Islamic civilization: an example:
a : b = c : d

Euclid means in modern notation:

a : b = c : d if for all integers m, n
ma > nb → mc > nd
ma = nb → mc = nd
ma < nb → mc < nd

Def. 5 “Magnitudes are said to be in the same ratio, the first to
the second and the third to the fourth, when, if equimultiples be
taken of the first and third, and equimultiples of the second and
fourth, whatever equimultiples they are, then the former
equimultiples alike exceed, are alike equal to, or alike fall short of
the latter equimultiples respectively taken in corresponding order.”



The Arabic translation was clearer than the original Greek!
(al-H. ajjāj. 9th c. CE, Codex Leidensis 399,1)
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Omar Khayyam says in the 11th c. CE: this should all be
done differently.
Beautiful manuscript in Leiden University Library Or. 199.



What did these famous Islamic mathematicians write
about decorative tilings?

What do you think?

(Next to) nothing!

Why?

Decorative tilings were not designed by mathematicians but by
craftsmen (Arabic: s.unnāc), and no theory of “tilings” was
developed by the mathematicans at that time.
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What were the “mathematical” design methods of the
craftsmen?

Old (oral) traditions may still exist in Iran

Reviving the old crafts in the House of Mathematics, Isfahan.



Written medieval sources on tilings

There are only very few written sources. Three categories:

1. Scrolls [diagrams without text]
2. Manuscript containing drawings with text [only one is known]
3. Small works by mathematicians, inspired by (or criticizing) the
craftsmen / designers.



1. The Topkapi Scroll: a document by/for craftsmen, with
more than 100 drawings.



Topkapi Scroll: a diagram of a plane tiling



Transcription of the diagram: the dotted figures (“gireh
tiles”) were probably used in the design process



Another plane tiling in the Topkapi scroll, without gireh
tiles, but with arch



Horizontal projection of muqarnas in the Topkapi scroll



Calligraphy in the Topkapi scroll: can you read?



Topkapi Scroll published in expensive edition

Glru Necipoglu: The Topkapı Scroll: geometry and ornament in
Islamic architecture. Santa Monica, CA: Getty Center for the
History of Art and the Humanities, 1995



Gypsum plate for muqarnas [model of horizontal
projection], ca. 1370 AD

found at archeological site: Takht-e Soleyman, near Takab,
Province of West Azerbaijan, Iran



Drawing of the gypsum plate
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Abb. 1I. Errtwurfsplattc des Takhri Sulciman, Unzcichnung



Publication of the gypsum plate

Published with analysis (in German) in a small book:

Ulrich Harb, Ilkhanidische Stalaktitengewölbe, Berlin 1978.
Publisher: Dietrich reimer verlag. Archäologische Mitteilungen aus
Iran, Ergänzungsband IV



2. Anonymous 16th c (?) Persian manuscript, Paris,
Bibliothèque Nationale, Or. 169, 40 pages



Persian manuscript: example of approximate
pentagon-construction with fixed compass-opening

Construction of side of pentagon (DH) inscribed in the circle with
center B and circumscribing set-square ADG with angles
30o, 60o, 90o (in modern terms)
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B
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G
manuscript has this figure with brief explanation



Persian manuscript: example of cut-and-paste construction
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Only figures, no text



Persian manuscript: example of tiling with explanation

B

T
I

H

K
M

S

N

D

Z

F

C O G E

A

L

“Make angle BAG three sevenths of a right angle. Bisect AG at
point D. Cut off BE equal to AD. Produce line EZ parallel to
AG .”



Explanation (continued)

B

T
I

H

K
M

S

N

D

Z

F

C O G E

A

L

“Draw line TI parallel to BE , bisect TE at point H, and make TI
equal to TH. Extend EI until it intersects AB at point K .”



Explanation (continued)

B

T
I

H

K
M

S

N

D

Z

F

C O G E

A

L

“Produce KL parallel to BE . With center Z draw circular arc
KMN in such a way that its part KM is equal to MN. On line AF
take point S and that is the center of a heptagon. Complete the
construction, if God Most High wants.”



Tiling realized in Isfahan, North Cupola of the Friday
Mosque (ca. 1080)



The putting together of the tiling is not explained in the
Persian manuscript
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Where is the Persian manuscript published?

Russian translation by Bulatov, 1980s

Persian translation by Seyyed Alireza Jazbi, 1990s

Original published in 2015 with English translation, under
supervision of Prof. G. Necipoglu (Brill publishers, Holland).



3. Works by known mathematicians and astronomers:
Abu’l-Wafa, Umar Khayyam, Jamsh̄ıd Kāshān̄ı

Abu’l-Wafā’
(940-998 AD)

cUmar Khayyām
(1048-1131 AD)

Jamsh̄ıd Kāshān̄ı
(al-Kāsh̄ı,
1380-1429 AD)

All portraits on the internet (and elsewhere) are fake.



Abu’l-Wafā, cUmar Khayyām, Jamsh̄ıd Kāshān̄ı

They are the (only!) three famous mathematicians whose extant
writings concern tilings or muqarnas, and they wrote very little
about these subjects!

They do not write about the design of tilings or the design of
muqarnas.



3a. Abu’l-Wafā’ (10th-c.) mathematician and astronomer:
booklet on the geometry necessary for craftsmen

Abū’l-Wafā’ criticizes the designers (s.unnāc) because they use
geometrical constructions but no proofs, and because they do not
distinguish between exact and approximate constructions.

He then shows how one can construct some figures needed by the
designers (such as a regular pentagon) by mathematically exact
methods.



cUmar Khayyām in a short letter on algebra (ca. 1100)

E
H

Z

T

To Construct a right-angled triangle such that: altitude + shortest
side = hypotenuse
(EZT such that EZ + ZH = ET , notation mine.)

If EH = 10 and ZH=“thing” (modern: x) then
“a cube and two hundred things are equal to twenty squares plus
two thousand in number”
modern x3 + 200x = 20x2 + 2000.
segment with length x can be constructed by means of conic
sections.



cUmar Khayyām did not say why he studied this triangle:
it is related to a decorative pattern.

Four kite pattern
Isfahan, Hakim mosque

Twelve kite pattern in Persian
manuscript:
4 big kites, each subdivided
into 2 smaller kites and 2
triangles.



The Twelve Kite Pattern and a special right angled
triangle (EZT ), also in the Persian manuscript.
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altitude plus shortest side is hypotenuse (EZ + ZH = ET )



Exact construction of the triangle (EZT ) by means of
conic sections, in an anonymous appendix to cUmar
Khayyām’s short letter on algebra

B
H E

A
Z

T

M

D

G

Circle, center E , two
perpendicular diameters AG ,
BD.
Hyperbola through B,
asymptotes AG and line
through G parallel to BD.
Z point of intersection

EZ + ZH = ET .



Jamsh̄ıd Kāshān̄ı wrote about the surface area [not: the
design] of muqarnas in Section 3 of Chapter 9 of Book 4
of his Key to Arithmetics (Miftāh. al-H. isāb)



How to access all these texts

See handout which you can ask me after the talk.



Conclusions

Medieval Islamic mathematicians wrote very little on tilings and
did not always like the (approximate) methods of the craftsmen.

We have only few medieval sources on the design methods of the
craftsmen. The written sources are very incomplete, oral
instruction must have been important. For more information one
can investigate the oral tradition.

Medieval Islamic tilings can be useful illustrations of modern
mathematical concepts. It does not follow that these mathematical
concepts were present in the minds of the medieval designers.



Fortunately, Tilings are now considered to be part of
mathematics, so tilings are studied in the House of
Mathematics in Isfahan (the City of Tilings).

Old building



Mathematics and Art Conference, Isfahan, 2006



Workshop on Mathematics and Islamic art in Holland



Full page article in a Dutch national journal on the
collaboration



A puzzle, made by a Dutch mathematics teacher, inspired
by the Friday Mosque, 2012

See the website, www. goossenkarssenberg.nl



Thank you!

You can download the presentation at
http://www.jphogendijk.nl/talks/CIMPA.pdf


